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Abstract. In this work, a photonic physical unclonable function module, based
on an optical waveguide, is demonstrated. The physical scrambling mechanism
is based on the random and complex coherent interference of high order optical
transverse modes. The proposed scheme allows the generation of random bit-
strings, through a simple wavelength tuning of the laser source, that are suitable
for a variety of cryptographic applications. The experimental data are evaluated
in terms of unpredictability, employing typical information theory benchmark
tests and the NIST statistical suit.
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of technology and the advent of Internet of Things (IoT) have
already rendered the interconnection between heterogeneous devices possible, making
the remote access and control of our private information an aspect of our everyday life.
However, with the existing forms of hardware security, and taking into consideration
the size/cost restriction of such devices, the IoT ecosystem can be compromised by
numerous threats, thereby imposing a perpetual hunt of new protection schemes that
could be utilized. Within the last decade, Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) - a
physical feature of an object that it is practically impossible to duplicate, even by the
manufacturer - have been proven an innovative approach for the successful solution of
the aforementioned issues.

Essentially, a PUF is the hardware analogue of a one-way mathematical function,
which is not based on a common hashing transformation but rather on a complex and
non-reproducible physical mechanism [1]. Its directionality is preserved through the
complexity of the physical system employed, which renders brute force attacks com-
putationally infeasible, while the random physical process involved in its realization
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nullifies the possibility of cloning. These two key advantages, combined with the
deterministic (time-invariant) operation of their physical system, place PUFs as
excellent candidates for cryptographic key generation modules, through which keys
can be produced on demand, eliminating the need for secure non-volatile storage.

Currently, state of the art devices rely on electronic implementations, mainly
depending on the low manufacturing yield of various components like SRAMS, latches
etc. However, despite the fact that such schemes are resilient to noise, they have been
proven vulnerable to a plethora of machine learning and side channel attacks, which
has been attributed to their low physical complexity [2]. Furthermore, implementations
that are based on the inherent randomness of nanofabrication procedures, like mem-
ristors and surface plasmons [3], have shown great promise and potential, but the
technology is still immature.

Photonic implementations of PUFs utilize the coherent interaction of a laser beam
with a medium characterized by inherent random inhomogeneity. In these implemen-
tations, a laser source illuminates (challenge) a transparent material that has a set of
randomly positioned scatterers, the goal being the creation of unique interference
patterns (speckle) which are subsequently captured as images (responses). As stated
explicitly [6] in the literature a significant number of parameters can vastly affect the
responses, for example: the angle and number of incident beam(s), their wavelength,
and the beam diameter(s).

The recorded images (responses) go through post-processing via a hashing algo-
rithm to produce distinct binary sequences. Their recovery is achieved through a Fuzzy
Extractor scheme [4, 5]. The Fuzzy extractor scheme essentially maps every hashed
response to a unique bit-string output and it is comprised of two phases; the enrollment
and the verification phase. The former corresponds to the first time that a challenge is
applied whereby the output string is generated along with a set of public helper data,
while the latter represents the error-prone rerun of the measurement during which the
same result is recreated by using the helper data produced in the enrollment phase.

The physical complexity of a photonic PUF can be mainly attributed to multiple
scattering of light in the Mie regime. The Mie regime concerns particles of similar size
compared to the wavelength of the incident radiation, rendering the exact solutions of
the Maxwell equations necessary for an adequate description of the resulting electro-
magnetic (E/M) field distribution. The computational arduousness of this endeavor,
combined with the fact that any modification in the inherent structure of the medium or
the illumination conditions require a new set of equations, has the effect of the system
being highly unpredictable and therefore immune to statistical attacks [6].

In this paper, we propose an alternative PUF configuration, using a transparent
optical medium which allows multi-path propagation of the incident laser beam. That
medium allows the random excitation and the simultaneous guiding of a high number
of transverse optical modes, which can be perceived as the E/M field distribution
governed by the Maxwell equations and boundary conditions of the medium [7]. Some
representative intensity distribution patterns of transverse modes are presented in
Fig. 1. Each mode is characterized by a different propagation constant, which signifies
the phase change per length unit. This enables the coherent interaction between the
modes (amplitude and phase), generating the unique speckle patterns.
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The experimental setup, as illustrated in Fig. 1, employs a tunable single mode
laser with a central wavelength of k = 1540 nm, the waveguide specimen (PUF) and a
vidicon camera. The captured images are stored and processed offline, as proposed in
[4]. The product of that post-processing are the distinct binary sequences. The suit-
ability of the generated bit-strings to be used as cryptographic keys is evaluated through
standard NIST tests and established mathematical metrics like the Hamming/Euclidean
distances, conditional information entropy, and minimal conditional entropy.

The use of bulk optics and a full size Vidicon camera, renders the current lab
prototype non-miniaturized (30–50 cm across); however, in the near future, minia-
turized components (CCD camera) and spatial optimization will lead to a second
prototype of drastically reduced dimensions (3–10 cm across). Using the current pro-
totype, each image acquisition, digitization and post-processing, on average, requires
less than a second. Generating an entire data set is highly dependent on the number of
measurements and the selected delay between measurements, which can vary from a
few seconds to a few minutes. Nonetheless, prototype optimization and the inclusion of
a dedicated micro-controller responsible for challenge-response generation/acquisition,
alongside a typical frame rate of 60fps can allow the generation of 60 high definition
speckle patterns per second, thus enabling the generation of approximately 480000
binary sequences per second.

Our proposed PUF is being developed under the framework of the KONFIDO
project. An overview of the KONFIDO project is presented in [8]. Other recent work
regarding the KONFIDO project can be found in some recent papers. While in [9] the
authors consider the ethical issues related to transborder data exchanges, user
requirements are still being investigated while logging the transactions via blockchain
is proposed in [10].

Fig. 1. The experimental setup used for the generation of the binary strings. EDFA stands for
Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier, whereas SMF for Single Mode Fiber
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2 Experimental Results and Analysis

The first leg of the experimental procedure was performed by varying the wavelength
of the laser by 100 pm, beginning at 1540 nm and reaching up to 1570 nm, and
recording the corresponding speckle patterns produced by a single waveguide (constant
random defects). The result of this process was the acquisition of 300 images, with a
resolution of 340 � 340 pixels. The unpredictability of the system was assessed by
calculating the magnitude of variation of these images. Moving forward, the resiliency
of the system to noise was studied by keeping the waveguide and the illumination
conditions constant, and acquiring multiple images (60) over a period of several
minutes.

The Euclidean distances calculated between the standardized images of the two
aforementioned datasets are presented in Fig. 2a. The left histogram of this graph
represents the noise-induced dissimilarities between speckles obtained under identical
experimental conditions, while the right one shows the discrepancies between images
recorded by varying the wavelength of the incident beam. As can be seen, there is
significant difference in the mean value of the two distributions (lnoise = 46.47 ± 9.8
and lwave = 380.47 ± 9.8) and clearly they do not overlap. This separation of distri-
butions is a prerequisite for the proper and efficient operation of such systems during
verification [1] in order to eliminate the possibility of two different illumination con-
ditions (two different challenges) of the PUF to be falsely considered the same chal-
lenge, only affected by noise (false positive), or two different measurements under the
same conditions to be falsely registered as different challenges (false negative).

Figure 2b shows the Hamming Distances of their corresponding hashed bit-strings
(255 bit long) extracted via the Random Binary Hashing Method of [4]. The Random
Binary Hashing Method can be summarized through the relation �y ¼ sign SFUð Þy½ �,
where y is the PUF response converted to a one-dimensional array of size N, �y is the
resultant hashed bit-string of length M � N, U is a diagonal random table (N � N),
containing the values ±1 with Pr [Uii = 1] = Pr [Uii = −1] = 0.5, and F is the discrete

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized histogram of the Euclidean distances for system noise and for different
illumination conditions (b) Hamming distance for the same cases.
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Fourier table of (N � N) dimensions. S represents a matrix containing M entries
randomly chosen from a uniform distribution (0, N), which are the indices of the
elements being extracted to constitute the hashed bit-string. Finally sign is the quan-
tization function, which is defined as:

sign kð Þ ¼ 1 for k[ 0
0 for k\0

�

As a preliminary analysis of the experimental setup, in order to find the necessary
wavelength step, the laser wavelength was initially varied by 10 pm, starting at
1540 nm and reaching up to 1552 nm, still employing a single waveguide, albeit
different to the one used prior. This process was repeated for different wavelength steps
(i.e. 20, 30, 50, 60, 80 and 100 pm) and as a result, seven distinct sets of images with a
resolution of 340 � 340 pixels were acquired.

Two representative histograms of Euclidean Distances, as calculated for the stan-
dardized images of the datasets acquired with 10 pm and 100 pm respectively, are
presented in Fig. 3a. As can be seen, the distribution corresponding to the 10 pm
measurements, compared to the 100 pm results, exhibits a pronounced tail, indicating
an increased similarity between pictures and, subsequently, between the yet-to-be-
calculated keys. This increased similarity is also verified via the cross-correlation
coefficients (Fig. 3b) and can be attributed to a large number of excited modes being
common throughout the challenges applied, due to the small wavelength variation
used. In particular the cross-correlation coefficient for two consecutive images obtained
with 10 pm and 100 pm wavelength difference was found to be 0.98 and 0.69
respectively. Therefore, the 100 pm wavelength step was selected, due to the fact that
the cross-correlation coefficient for that step is low enough to provide sufficient dif-
ferentiation between challenges.

Fig. 3. (a) Euclidean distances of 40 images obtained for a single wavelength, with 10 pm and
100 pm wavelength step size respectively. (b) Cross-correlation coefficient of a single image,
obtained under 1540 nm, and its subsequent responses, produced by increasing the laser
wavelength in 10 pm step.
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It should be noted that, between the unpredictability measurements (Dk = 100 pm)
presented in the histograms of Figs. 2a and 3a, the specimen used was changed;
therefore, the two distributions exhibit close but different mean values, due to the
unique non-replicable defects used.

The unpredictability of the generated binary sequences is a critical performance
metric, which evaluates the system’s resiliency to brute force attacks that aim in
exploiting a statistical anomaly or bias of the generated code words. Under that light, a
fundamental tool used by the cryptographic community is the NIST random number
evaluation test suite. Using this suite of tests, the random sequence under consideration
is being benchmarked against the statistical behavior of a known true random number
source. The requirements of the NIST suite, regarding the length and number of the
sequences, depend on the desired level of certainty (in our case a = 0.01) and are
different for every test. For the level of certainty that was chosen in our case, the data
set being tested should contain at least 1000 sequences, each 1Mbit in length.

So as to construct such a dataset, 30000 experimental images were utilized, each of
which was processed through the Random Binary hashing method 30 distinct times.
Each time, a unique matrix S was used for the selection of 1024 different pixels. The
number of common pixels at the selection stage for all the matrices was chosen so as
not to surpass 1 pixel per matrix. The extracted binary strings, of 1024 bit-length, from
all images were then concatenated, in order to form a single matrix containing 1 Gbit of
data. The outputs of the NIST tests are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The results of the NIST suit P-value corresponds to the uniformity of the results
whereas proportion corresponds to the percentage of 1000 bit strings that passed the test.
*Multiple tests present, the worst results are presented.

NIST Tests P-value Proportion

DFT 0.0354 99.1%
Rank 0.7617 98.8%
Longest run 0.0019 99.2%
Non-overlapping templates 0.081 98.2%*
Block frequency 0* 100%
Cumulative sums 0* 100%
Frequency 0* 100%
Serial 98.9% 98.9%
Entropy 0.6931 99.3%
Linear complexity 0.4788 98.6%
Maurer’s universal 0 96.4%
Non-periodic template 0.004 98.3%
Random excursions 0.043 98.4%*
Random - excursion variant 0.003 97.8%*
Runs 0.00012 98.3%
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The data sequences generated by our system, as illustrated in Table 1, have suc-
ceeded in the majority of the tests of the NIST suite (14/15 passed), only marginally
failing to pass Maurer’s Universal test (proportion of success equal to 96.4%). How-
ever, that specific test is known to have generated false negatives on other, widely used,
random sequences. Therefore, the proposed PUF can be considered as an adequate
random number generator. Furthermore, the sequences which passed three of the tests
which involve the percentages of 1 s and 0 s in the bit sequences, (100% of bit-strings
passed the tests), failed at the uniformity test (P-value) nonetheless. The distribution of
p-values for the frequency test is presented in Fig. 4b. These tests do not produce
marginal results (low p-values), as can be seen in the results but, on the contrary,
success rate is too high, which implies a highly balanced percentage of 1 s and 0 s in
the bit sequences. The two histograms of Figs. 4b and c can be directly compared to
each other, Fig. 4c being Maurer’s Universal test where the singular fail occurred.
Nonetheless, this is a statistical anomaly which does not impose a security breach, due
to the fact that an adversary has no indication regarding the probability of bit-flips.
Furthermore, the fact that we re-hash images using unique pixel selection matrices with

Fig. 4. (a) Representation of the experimental bit-strings, black corresponds to “0” whereas
white to logical “1”. No pattern can be visually identified. (b) P-Values distribution for the
frequency test (NIST-success), (c) P-value distribution of the Maurer’s test (NIST-marginal fail).
(d) Minimum conditional entropy distribution
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zero-pixel repetitions removes any potential experimental bias and forces the system to
exhibit a “perfect” gaussian distribution. This feature, in turn, dictates a perfectly
balanced number of logical ‘1’ and ‘0’ and potentially is the reason behind the anomaly
in uniformity.

In the quest to further fortify our claim to unpredictability, we recruit the help of the
computation of the minimum conditional entropy (H-min), for all the pairs of
bit-strings. The H-min is a typical conservative measure for unpredictability between
pairs of code-words. In this case, we made use of the preexisting and aforementioned
sample, which consisted of all challenges from a single PUF (Fig. 4a). It is evident that
the mean value is exceptionally high (mean = 0.929), thereby confirming the suitability
of a photonic PUF to be used as a cryptographic key generator. In Table 2, we include
the minimum conditional entropy and the conditional entropy of various silicon-cast
PUFs as well as those of a popular pseudo-random algorithm (Ziggurat), for com-
parative reasons. As is clearly illustrated, the proposed scheme offers comparable
performance to both the Ziggurat algorithm as well as the best of what the silicon-cast
PUFs have to offer, all the while vastly outperforming every other implementation.

The aforementioned results provide insight that the proposed PUF can operate as a
random number generator without the vulnerabilities of typical approaches. On the
other hand, these results are generated by exploiting different PUF instantiations, dif-
ferent challenges and by varying the pixel selection procedure (so as to generate
1 Gbps of data). This approach is not practical and demands the integration of a
significant number of PUFs in the same device or the use of more sophisticated pro-
cessing schemes. Nonetheless, the demonstrated sensitivity of the responses to the
laser’s wavelength alongside the ability to simultaneously spatially modulate the
incoming illumination can offer similar results in terms of performance without the
cumbersome use of multiple PUFs.

Ultimately, it is important to note that the proposed system can generate bit-strings
of any size which can be used as symmetric keys or as random seeds for an algorithmic
pseudo-random generator with no additional processing. In the case of random number
generation for asymmetric key encryption (private/public), where key requirements
exist, like the PUF generated private key to be a large primary number, further oper-
ations can be performed during post-processing.

Table 2. Conditional entropy (H-Cond) and minimum conditional entropy (H-min) for silicon
cast PUFs, the proposed scheme and a popular pseudo-random algorithm. *The proposed
implementation

PUF type H-min H-Cond

SRAM 0.937 1
DFF 0.4 0.875
Latch 0.211 0.68
Arbiter 0.01 0.053
RO 0.104 0.765
Optical-PUF* 0.929 0.99
Ziggurat 0.928 0.99
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3 Conclusion

The proposed photonic PUF is based on an alternative scrambling mechanism com-
pared to conventional approaches that is based on the random excitation and power
distribution of a high number of transverse optical modes in a guiding medium. The
proposed scheme allows the generation of binary sequences compatible with the NIST
test, while at the same time offers higher performance compared to state of the art
approaches in terms of Hamming- Euclidean distance and minimum conditional
entropy. These results provide insight that further development of the proposed scheme
could provide a secure standalone module for random number generation that does not
share the vulnerabilities of pseudo-random algorithms or conventional PUFs and does
not need secure nonvolatile storage. In near future implementations, the cumbersome
tunable laser can be replaced with a spatial light modulator, thus allowing an expo-
nentially larger challenge space (number of inputs), with similar or higher performance.
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